
SUPERFRONT is a new space for
architectural experimentation, located in
Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn. SU?ERPRONT’s
mission is tosupport, promote, and prcduce
radically contemporary architecture,
while fostering creative interdiscipl nary
exchange. This mission is achieved thnugh
exhibits, publications, panels, and projects
that, while focused on architecture, may
also concern art, performance, media and
social science.

Polimorfo: YourSUPERFRONTinztzative
promotesradicallycontemporaryarchitecture
while fostering creative interdisciplinary
exchanges. What characteristics define
this “radical” architecture? How not to
get confitsed with architecture that seems
“radical 7ust because ofitsformal expression
and not its content, pertinence or purpose?
What roles do other disciplines have ir this
definition of”radicalism”?

M. McEwen: Regarding the quetion
of radical in architecture, it seems very
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important to differentiate between
architecture that is radically contemporary
and radical architecture. In the first
case, which is :he syntax I use, ‘radically’
is an adverb describing the adjective
contemporary. There is a funny thing in
English where an adjective describing
another adjective becomes an adverb, as if
it takes on action.

SUPERPRONT supports
architecture that iscontemporary in aspects
that cannot be reduced to formal sm or
style. This is architectural production
rooted in a contemporary discourse and
concerns of the immediate present. These
concerns are, perhaps, so immediate that
theycould nevercorrespond to the timeline
of a full-scale building. The Unplanned
exhibition in LA, for example. collected
contemporarycriticisms ofurban planning,
from the more digested’ (forgive the pun)
concern for urban food production to more
marginal experiments with smell, or post-
Soviet analyses.

Inversely, projects deploy

Plattorm structural
analysis
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Right: Archeography
Ill at SUPERERONT

Brooklyn 2008. Photo
laphotagrapheuse

Bottom: Open House

architecture as a discipline and medium
for critiquing contemporary society. This
has happened in both summer exhibits,
OPEN HOUSE STATE SECRETS
and ARCHITECTS WHO PLAY
WELL WITH ARCHITECTS, where
architecture becomes, among other things,
a tool for discussing personal narratives
of political economic crisis or analyzing
irstitutional apparatti of control.

The radicalism of the work at
S .JPERFRONT happens at the level of
inmediacy in time and space. I do not
believe in radical atchitecture.Architecture
is. by definition, always complicit with
reality and authority. This is, for me, part
ofwhat makes it so fascinating.

Polimorfo: Contrary to more traditional
architectural practices, you suggest that
SUPER FR ONT allows one to make
“mistakes’~ What do you mean by this and
what virtues do “mistakes” have in all ofthe
processes related to SUPERFRONT?
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M. McEwefl: I think it is worth pointing
out here that SUPERFRONT does
not qualify as an architectural practice.
It has contributed to my development
as an architect, and, hopefully, to the
development of the hundred plus people
who have been exhibited or collaborated,
wrote, or engaged in dialogue here.

But part of what gives
SUPERPRONT the ability to provide a
malleable platform. a space. a framework
for architecturaL experiments is that it

is not a practice. Occasionally other
organizations have paid the costs associated
with collaborations, but we do not have
clients. We do not make submissions to
competitions. The responsibility for both
the work and the purpose 0f the work, the
agenda behind the work, always rests with
SUPERFRONT.

If an experiment is really an
experiment it will involve mistakes. &
laboratory without mistakes is a laboratory
conducting only the ‘control’ aspect of the
experiment. A false hypothesis is, in some
sense, a mistake, a productive mistake. The
architectural field has used the notion of
the laboratory for some time to fetishize the
mutation or the unexpected. unauthorized,
outcome. I think it is important to develop
away of learning. more than a method for
producing new variants, more spectacles.
We often speak of experiments, but the
avant-garde 0f architecture has produced
factories of spectacles.

Polimorfo: You explain that “intelligence”
is reduced in architecture. What kind of
“inteltigence” are you referring to and bow
does this affect academia, profissionalism
and our relationship to other fields and
audiences?

M. McEwen: No, no, I don’t think
intelligence is reduced in architecture! Even
when we are only generating new spectacles
for conspicuous consumption we do it with
such overwhelming intelligence. No, no,
quite the opposite.

I am saying, rather, that the
intelligence of architects is routinely
wasted. Wasted by our clients, wasted in
our autonomic purity, wasted through the
architectural ignorance of the public.

Before architecture I worked
in financial services in Silicon Valley,
studied philosophy and political economy
at Harvard, worked briefly at the Federal
Reserve and a Washington DC think ta,k.
When I started architecture I did not
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expect architects to be savvy in these other
fields that I had been exposed to. What
I have found, instead, is that arch tects
have an intellectual rigor that cannot be
contained by any one epistemic field. The
research that we produce for even the
dumbest building would boggle the mind
of any spectator.

But we have no spectators,
especially in the United States, where
architecture is so professionalized. It is as if
we have a country of brilliant small theater
groups and no small theaters. Actually that
analogy happens to be true for theaters, at
least in New York. There was such a corcern
that theater would die during the pre-2008
building boom and Times Square literal
‘Disneyfication’ that a zoning change was
instituted on Broadway to require small
theater spaces even in large developments.

There is no comparable patrociage
or broad public awareness, unfortunately,
to counter the waste of architectural
intelligence and creativity. I am working
on it, though, in however small a way.

maintenance, for which labor costs
cannot be outsourced. The production
of commodities, mining metal, and
manufacturing pre-fabricated parts can be
outsourced, but the maintenance cannot.
These realities of global trade hitting
the physical pcoperties of contemporary
materials point to a horizon of increasingly
disposable buildings.

This is a long-term trend.
In the short-term, I am interested

in the temporality of abandoned spaces,
unused spaces, during this period of
economic stagnation.

Rather than designing Utopia,
I prefer to opportunistically sift through
the wreckage cf the everyday. If effective
public space can be crafted out of ad hoc
agreements, an empty lot in Brooklyn, and
$800, I think this bodes well for urban
democracy. 111111 111111

Top left: Performance Plan
Top right: Classroom Plan

Bottom: Brooklyn space
before renovation
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Polimorfo: How should architecture he re
envisioned as a more experimental process
and what, as you suggest, is the role c/the
architect as an agent ofculturalproduction?

M. McEwen: Oh, I have done what I can
with SUPERFRONT to ask this question,
to frame this question and make it porous
to a wide public.

My answer would simply be
that there must be many different ways to
consider the architect as a cultural agent,
and many different means of validating the
disparate positions. Something is wrong
with the field when we see validation for
only one position of cultural production.
When the only architectural effect is the
Bilbao effect, something is wrong.

Polimorfo: One of your most recent
projects aims to work with the complicated
relationshi~p between temporality and
typology. Explain to us the importance of
this binomial in producing a more ‘public”
architecture in this particular moment of
crisis?

M. McEwen: Western civilization has
produced, since at least the mid-twentieth
century, architecture that is increasingly
temporary. The most expensive buildings
are made of disposable parts, sealants
and such that need to be replaced on a
regular basis. Buildings require intensive
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